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Upcoming Events

Chapter Meetings
Sept 25, 7:00 –
Jeopardy
Havenwood

Oct 25, 7:00 –
Elections
Havenwood

Fall Fellowship
Oct 5 –7
Camp Saffran

Fall Service Day
Nov 3
Camp Saffran

Chapter Banquet
Nov 27, 7:00 –
TBD

Jingle Bell Beaver Day
Dec 29
Camp Saffran

August Chapter Meeting

By Nick Scholl

This past meeting on August 28th we welcomed scores of new members straight from their ordeal last Sunday and introduced them to how our chapter operates. After introducing himself, the chief had the Vice-chiefs introduce themselves along with the newly appointed secretary.

Next, the committee splits occurred on a rotation where groups of members would visit each committee and listen to its leader’s explanation or visit the programs committee and take part in making fried donuts. Once everyone had visited each committee and fried their dough, the group came back together to decide on the theme for next meeting.

Following that, the Chief’s minute and Advisor’s minute reminded all of our new members of how they can obtain the first year arrowman award with its lauded patch.

The highlight of this meeting was the doughnuts and although a couple batches at the beginning had an uncanny resemblance to greasy Swedish meatballs, by the end of the meeting they started coming out of the fryer as the delicious dough nuggets they should be.

Dulaney chapter hopes to see you all at our next meeting where the theme will be Jeopardy! September 25th.

MEMES

By Outsourced Writer

The Dulaney chapter is lagging behind on the social media front and the Publications team is requesting your help.

Do you have a great idea for memes? How about some OA meeting or event pictures? Or do you have some Scouting/OA jokes you would like to share?

Contact the Publications Chapter Advisor (Dennis Sheaffer) at the email address below and you may see them posted on our Instagram chapter page @dulaneyoa.

Mr. Sheaffer’s email is dlt_sheaffer@msn.com
Ordeal Weekend 4

Chapter Patch Recognition Award
Chapter Neckerchief Recognition Award
August 25th meeting